WATER METER REPLACEMENT PROGRAM ITB –
ADDENDUM #1
September 4, 2018
1. IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS
This addendum must be read, signed and dated by the bidder and included with the bid
documents submitted by the bidder on or before the bid closing date and time. Failure to
include this addendum with the bid documents may result in bid rejection.
Bidder will carefully note the inclusion of this addendum on the bid form.
2. ATTACHMENTS TO THIS ADDENDUM:
3. CHANGES:
4. ADDITIONS:
5. DELETIONS:
6. SCHEDULE:
7. CLARIFICATIONS:
a. Question: On the bid sheet, there are spaces in the pricing for “1.5”, 2”, 3” and 4” meter
installation including radio unit and meter couplings”. Immediately after those four
lines there are four more lines for “Additional price for meter flange replacement for
1.5”, 2”, 3” and 4” meters”. One of these sets of pricing spaces must be incorrect and
my thought is that the first four spaces asking for install labor pricing for the 1.5”, 2”, 3”
and 4” meters is incorrect in also asking for the labor cost to install couplings as maybe
that installation labor pricing should be for the cost to install the meters ONLY. If so,
then the next four spaces below them asking for the additional labor cost to install new
flanges/couplings for the 1.5”, 2”, 3” and 4” meters would make sense, otherwise they
are redundant. Would you please provide an explanation of what components the
Village is looking for in each of those spots?
Response: For the 1.5”, 2”, 3” and 4” meters the pricing should be for the “Meter install
including Radio Unit” There are no couplings for these meters. That is why we have a
separate space for meter flange replacement.
b. Question: Further down the bid sheet there is a spot for “Additional price to install new
ground wire around meter”. Is this request a cost for the installation labor portion only
as the Village will supply the contractor with the installation supplies needed (ground
wire cable and clamps) or is this a material and labor price as the contractor will need to
supply the ground wire cable and clamps AND the installation labor?
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Response: Additional price to install new ground wire around meter “this includes parts
and labor” the Village is not providing the ground wire or clamps.
8. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The Bidder acknowledges receipt of this Addendum and understands its content to the Bid
Documents.
9. SIGNATURE AND DATE

Authorized Signature

Date
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